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          ARCH PRINCE'S PERSONAL FINANCES AND ASSET MAINTENANCE ON THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Monday, October  2, 2023,

      
    


    
      

CRIME AND COMMODITY

There are tales now to suggest the world was facing a peril
caused by a bunch of people who did not know what to do, putting themselves in
positions of social and public influence and it is utter rubbish, the world is
in peril because of people they think they can handle on account they were
bullies but could not handle – so we have a bunch of idiots who make up ideas
that according to what they have heard me say, if they stalled my career and
bullied me into thinking abo...
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          THE FUTURE OF INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMACY
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, June  5, 2019,

      
    


    
      

POLITICAL TRICKS AND VIOLENT ORTHODOXY



We hear of this tales of Christians being infidels all the
time and it is usually so annoying since people want to talk about Christians
as infidels but do not wish to have conversations about it all together; not
quite clear how the Bible forbids Polygamy and Islam approves of it and if
Infidelity is a matter of the number of women you associated yourself with,
Christians were infidels and it was also easy to prove anyway; what I know is
that the peopl...
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          THE HERMITAGE CANOPY NEWS - CLIENT BROKER, BROADCASTING FACILITY AND BROKERAGES; A SIGNIFICANT WEEK IN 2018
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, November 21, 2018,

      
    


    
      

THE ROYAL HERMITAGE – NEW UNITED KINGDOM INTERNATIONAL TRADE
IN THE MAKING




The constantly made assessment that people need to run with,
that I am unable to look after myself, is not really based on reality or fact –
what happens is that these goons spend most of their time corrupting my state
provided security by spying on me and chasing my bum and they have another
group of busy body idiots who complain about the bad smell while they never
stop getting involved to make stupid comments a...
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          THE ESTATE AT INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMACY – LITERARY EMPIRE ASSETS ADMIN
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, July 25, 2018,

      
    


    
      

ON POLITICS AND TRADE DEALS CURRENT




So we see the Politicians make sense of their madness when
they say that I am finding out how the security services jobs are done,
especially when done for me but I would not know anyway; all they had to do
with Government Office was to ensure people had the security and Mobility that
they needed i.e. in some extreme cases single women who work on Media for
instance can easily be the Bench mark for deciding what to do, when they carry
the Child everywhere ...
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          ESTATE HOUSE AND HOLDINGS (FAMILY AND COMMUNITY ADMIN GLOBAL)
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Friday, January 19, 2018,

      
    


    
      


MEDIA
AND PUBLIC IMAGE


Now
they say I am badly misunderstood and it is utter nonsense; reality
is more a case we see where black women love to stupidly play
practical jokes on all I get up to alongside white boys telling me to
control my mother for instance and we find all sorts of nonsense
emerge for it to a point where other people are affected and so first
of all Girl Aloud band had to go from doing it on what security
guards who worked for American and Canadian Clients did to deploying
...
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          ESTATE CANOPY AUDIT CLIENTS, BROKER, READERS COURT -  GLOBAL MARKETS EFFECTS ADMIN
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Saturday, December  2, 2017,

      
    


    
      

WORKING
ROYALS

They
say it is nice that I am Royalty that works, which is utter nonsense
of course since even if I wanted to, their insults will ensure my
tummy was a mess the whole time – it’s a matter of their insults
for most of it, the insults and abuses ensure that people are unable
to get involved with a business empire and its products if interested
and have even feared for their safety on many occasions, so while I
have to think about this sort of problem stemming from insolent wo...
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          GLOBAL POLITICS AT ESTATE TRADING STANDARD ADMIN
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, May  3, 2017,

      
    


    
      

ESTATE TRUST COMMUNITY AND CLIENT BIDDING LATEST



The story of bullying by men is an old one but I do not see
that any of it is a problem anyway, we all know I could put myself forward or I
could learn from what they do to others and we can all see that they are the
most vulnerable to those stupid gimmicks we see them exhibit to get a reaction
from others, that involves building crowds that will grab the careers of
persons they want to win personality competition against and we are not talkin...
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          TRADING ASSETS AT CHINA, ASIA & INDIA - ESTATE ASSETS SECURITY ADMIN AT WORLD CURRENCIES STRUCTURE POLITICS
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Friday, April 14, 2017,

      
    


    
      

SELLING POWER, CITIES OF FREEDOM AND SOCIALIST PROPAGANDA




They do say I have done something to deserve it too which is
all very well; what I have done to deserve it is that these fools want to make
money and so the left have their flavour and the right have their flavour and
the middle have theirs too but one must keep it off family and what matters to
him as well, only their Women who have rights have other ideas along with those
rights and they can keep living in denial of what will happen...
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          ROYAL OFFICE AND ESTATE HOLDINGS LTD GLASS CEILING HISTORY BRIEF (2017)
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, April  4, 2017,

      
    


    
      

BIG WOMEN




The big story today is that I enjoy getting involved with
feminists and my behaviour towards media people who are clearly more successful
is the reason for all my problems but I wouldn’t know anyway; what I know is
that younger days saw me masturbate and this then grew into a history of taking
advantage of Women without prove and has now ended with University drop out,
choppy academic qualifications, joblessness, cash flow crisis and singe status
at 37 years of age, now they are ...
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          ESTATE TRADING AND BROKER - HOSPITALITY AND BROKERAGE INVENTORY BASICS - FOR MARCH 2017
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Monday, March 27, 2017,

      
    


    
      

SALES AND SECURITY



I do not mind the suggestion I am some sort of aspiring
House Husband either; we all know what happens is that the fact I have told
people that are older than me to keep off my Books in a condition where their
bullying has now meant all I think about is them and nothing can ever be clear
about the Books as a whole, is the reason they show up to churn my tummy and
get Public transport scumbags involved in the bullying as well all together,
claiming they have got the money s...
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          MOBILITY AND THE CELEBRITY REPORT
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Sunday, February 12, 2017,

      
    


    
      

HOW TO RUIN A PUBLIC IMAGE


Now they say I cannot detach myself from the internet while
the internet was never that much of a factor when it comes to working with
Firms and selling my Books – I could easily spend 90 minutes to complete tasks
with Firms or do it on the go while I peddle my Books on the streets if I
wanted but we can all see that what happens is that my profile gets hijacked
and then nothing works after that and then its followed by lots of insults the
Politicians play a band...
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          BRITISH MILITARY AND THE ESTATE COMMUNITY - ENGAGEMENTS AND FIRM BUSINESS COMMUNITIES
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, February  8, 2017,

      
    


    
      

TRAVEL BANS AND PREDATORY TECH INDUSTRIES


Now Trump Travel Ban in the US which was obviously
Temporary, to allow vetting processes that will facilitate better security
against terrorism has been struck down unconstitutional and it has something to
do with me too – another example of how the needs of the Democrats outweigh the
needs of those who actually own the property that they wish to satisfy their
needs with and of course we all know the practical aspects of it to be that
Daddy’s lit...
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          THE BUSINESS EMPIRE - GLOBAL MARKET SHARE ISSUES
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Friday, December  9, 2016,

      
    


    
      

MARKET SHARE AND THE DEMOCRATIC INSULTS


So they say I am still engaged in a campaign of disregard
for others, it makes no sense whatsoever but now they have started talking
about respect again, I am interested and if they can only keep their Media and
Popular culture and Celebrity away from my one and only in the whole world Arch
Prince of the United Kingdom Public image and everything associated with
financial incentive attached to it and other structures built for my public
engagements and...
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          EXPLAINING THE CEO'S POSITION - TRADING AND BUSINESS AT THE ESTATE EMPORIUM
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Monday, November  7, 2016,

      
    


    
      

JOURNALISM AND FREEDOM


They do say I am completely obsessed with leading people;
the truth however is rather that their corruptions of involvement knows no
limits, so they will buy Books to get involved meaning they are really stupid
people that need leadership and do need to stop complaining as well. Of course
they will say I am messing with powerful Men on TV but it is also an assumption
I am not prepared to solve this problem if it came down to it as well. I gave
them an opportunity to av...
 
Continue reading ...
    


        


  


  
  

          CURRENT ON THE AGEISM AND SEXISM GAME
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, November  1, 2016,

      
    


    
      

MEDIA CONTROL AND PRODUCT INCOME THEFT CULTURE


So they say it is nice to trap and make use of me like all
insolent leadership global that Americans who show their face on Media can and
love to provide and that it is because I have surrounded every aspect of what I
do with some form of difficulty which makes it my fault as well for good
measure. The reality of course is that the Arch Prince is capable of going from
an enforcement of the Queens realm where migrants come in to live the way
peop...
 
Continue reading ...
    


        


  


  
  

          ROYAL ARCH PRINCE AT SECURITY, WOMEN, CRIME AND CRIME DEPENDANTS
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Sunday, October 23, 2016,

      
    


    
      

U.S POLITICS AND THE ACCEPTABLE DIPLOMATIC AND POLITICAL
ABUSES


So there is story the Americans say I am a kid and I will
get the British people into trouble; it is utter nonsense of course, save the
clever part where they have found a kid that is not a dependant and if they
hurt will not even have to pay the medical bills etc. I personally do not mind
since it is one of the main disconcerting insults that sees them perform those
Political acrobatics around the world when I waylay the parent...
 
Continue reading ...
    


        


  


  
  

          COMPANY BACKYARD - SECURITY AND FUN ADMIN
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Friday, October  7, 2016,

      
    


    
      

CAREER AND THE ENVY FACTOR


So they always revert to tales of how I want to look after
Women but actually cannot, which does not in any way bother me, only remind me
of how stupid they actually are but then again I always say I am a sexist
anyway because I do really believe that Women who chip into Men’s conversations
are promiscuous; I am not referring to a friend or a colleague whose
conversation with you, you tend to keep other peoples out of all together but
it usually becomes a point o...
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          SECURITY AND ROYAL OFFICE BUSINESS 2016
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Monday, September 12, 2016,

      
    


    
      

COMPANY PRODUCTS AND SALES SECURITY UPDATE


So the Ministers these days say that the UK is actually not
a free trading Country anymore and it is utter nonsense; the reality is that
the UK is not the only Country in the world to have one ethnic group constitute
the majority population, it is one of a few to have White ethnic group
constitute the majority population and these guys have a tendency to barricade
peoples livelihood for decades in order to subject the owners to financial
desperation...
 
Continue reading ...
    


        


  


  
  

          POLITICIANS, MEDIA AND TELEVISION PERSONALITIES, CELEBRITIES - ACCESS TO ROYAL ESTATE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION PAPER (i) - 2016.
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Sunday, September  4, 2016,

      
    


    
      

GLOBAL PEACE AND SECURITY


We have now come to this stage where it’s a one point
question concerning the reasons I am not financially comfortable, which answer
supplied is that I am not liberal enough and have no wish to diagnose and solve
the problem but it has always been the same case with democratic and liberal
people as such – they have spent the last 13 years of my time, right from the
days when I couldn’t get a job because I had failed to masturbate and still
couldn’t get a job...
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          ADMINISTRATION EQUITY FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ADMINISTRATION ASSETS - SECOND HALF OF 2016 SO FAR
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, August 31, 2016,

      
    


    
      

SECURITY ASSETS AT EXTREMISM AND CAREER LIFESTYLE PIRACY


I hear of those stories of all my matters being a case of
starting things I cannot go through with but the simple reality instead is that
when facts are considered, what happens is that it is the part where I as a
Christian have a tendency to be weak in the flesh and commit a sin that they
want to learn from, share and lead people on – hence the idea is that I cannot
get out of such a trap in their view and when I do I have problems ...
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          COMPANY TRADING AND CUSTOMER ROLES ASSET INVENTORY: JANUARY - JUNE 2016
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Friday, August 26, 2016,

      
    


    
      

PRESENT COMPANY SERVICE SECURITY ISSUES


I am aware of the case of being hit by Americans at
Business, markets and income but that is not what is really happening here -
what is actually happening is loss caused me by their behaviour due to a
publicly held misconception about mine i.e. that I co-operate with their needs
and will likely go along until it is no longer possible to continue, whereas
the truth is that they hold me in contempt and I consider them with distaste.
The reason for this ...
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          POLITICS AND INDUSTRY AT THE ROYAL RENAISSANCE
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Monday, May 16, 2016,

      
    


    
      
CELEBRITIES AND CROWDS


So they say it is a matter of what I have said and a process
of being made to live up to it due to the way it flatters people and amounts to
a promise I have made and need to be made to keep. It is utter nonsense
considering it is all built on the premise and a problem they have with the
fact I know better and that it is what puts me in charge, so this story always
amounts to punishing me for it and to do so financially above all else and I
have already tried the Liber...
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          CULTURE FOR ALL - COUNTRY FOR ALL - FRATERNITY FOR ALL
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, May 10, 2016,

      
    


    
      
CURRENT AT POLITICS AND ITS PREPARATION FOR INDUSTRIAL
INTEGRATION AND ENGAGEMENT


So they say I never really make it clear what my main
problem actually is; of which the main problem is a case of Politicians living
in a world where they can do and undo with other people’s children when it
comes to messing it up and rehabilitating it, if you do not show you are clever
and powerful by abusing and pushing it into crime; in my case it is just too
sweet to actually decide when they have achieve...
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          CURRENT PROFITABLE DISOBEDIENCE AT THE ROYAL ESTATE AND ITS LITERARY BUSINESS EMPIRE
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Monday, January 11, 2016,

      
    


    
      

OLD FREEDOM ENMITIES AND THE VIOLENT PROFITABILITY OF
IMMORAL IRRESPONSIBILITY - LOST DOMINANCE AND THE PROGRESS SO FAR


Of course there are those endless questions of why I block
off people getting any inspiration from my work if other persons lives depended
on it; it is the kind of conversation the Politicians want to have all over
media which yet again has nothing to do with my Books getting sold but all to
do with squandering it but then again it is not as if I am not counted among
the po...
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          BUSINESS ON THE HIGH SEAS - ARCH PRINCE'S ROYAL BRAND
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Sunday, December 27, 2015,

      
    


    
      

GLOBAL MERCHANDISING AND THE HALF PRIEST ROYAL OFFICE


Now they say I am unable to mind my Business, which has no
basis on fact – I would easily mind my business if it was not about being pushed
around as a result of the fact that there will be no way of carry on with it in
peace save the one where I look after myself and bully the Media. I can easily
mind my Business if it did not involve looking after myself and bullying the
Media considering they are so interested. Nothing else works but...
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          PRODUCTS AND BOOKS HIGHLIGHT - OFFICE OF AN ARCH PRINCE
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Thursday, November 26, 2015,

      
    


    
      

A GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS PERSISTENT FUNDING OF CRIMINALITY –
CURRENT REVIEW


So they do say I am one of those people others feel like
beating up all the time but I do wonder if it lacks reason as well; since the
reality is rather that they think when they want to finger my bum so badly they
can always manipulate the whole society into a place where nobody will believe
my side of the story as much as their own is and then they can get involved
with my personal space and threaten me all the ...
 
Continue reading ...
    


        


  


  
  

          COMPANY GLOBAL MARKET ASSETS - NEW WORLD POWERS AND REVISED MEDIA ROLES LATEST
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Friday, October  9, 2015,

      
    


    
      

THE MEN AND THE MINDS OF OTHER PEOPLE


We hear it is a story of what I have achieved and what I
have claimed to achieve but have not done so but then again the reality had
always been that it is largely a matter of property and not achievement – so
that what we have is a group of men that really love to split my property and
divide it asunder – when it started 8 years ago before Mr Obama collected my
Books for them to screw around with, it was mainly barely sane bearded Bushmen
talking no...
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          ARCH PRINCE'S ROYAL & POLITICS ALLIES - FIFTEEN YEARS INTO THE ROYAL OFFICE ALLIES GLOBAL
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Saturday, July 11, 2015,

      
    


    
      

THE 15 YEAR EVOLUTION OF MEN AND FREEDOM AROUND THE OFFICE


Of course living all together will never get easy for them
for two reasons and one is the bag long of history of distant sexual abuse in
my direction which does nothing to dispute the fact I am not a naked
schizophrenic and the other being that if that game of theirs pays off and the
process of using my faith without believing God actually works so as to work
without my finances being fixed and them getting off the gospel, I will cha...
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    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Monday, June 22, 2015,

      
    


    
      

THE CLAIMED NEW GLOBAL ECONOMY


Of course we are never tired of hearing that people are
copying my rhetoric; I wouldn’t know, all I know is that people cannot just
barricade me on media to ensure I deploy my temperaments to create a society
that looks after them as though they were women to be looked after on account
they have jobs as news anchors without consequences if I tell them off every
day for the best part of a decade for doing it – so which one is their own gang
anyway save the o...
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          STABILITY PAPER FOR THE COMPANY INDUSTRIAL EMPORIUM - (ADMIN AT EUROPE & THE WORLD)
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Thursday, September  4, 2014,

      
    


    
      

CELEBRITY BULLYING AT A WATERSHED


I hear this talk these days of how people must expect jibes
when they pick up jobs that do not fit their gender and for  me those kinds of nonsense around me is the
last straw on this matter as it were – by that I mean that it does not seem to
have been publicly obvious yet that some women are so stupid and so destructive
the only way to deal with them is a good physical beating – so that they are
the ones that are most famous for creating the condition ...
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          WORLD WIDE FANS AND READERS SECURITY (UPDATE LATEST)
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, August 20, 2014,

      
    


    
      

I hear the complains at Government of concerns about me
opening myself all the time then pretending it will be perfectly alright but
that is not the case unless people want to do it for me instead and then it can
be a problem – otherwise it’s a matter of the evils of Nationalism whereby you
clearly do not want the part of your life about how it is said you enjoy
telling big animals what to do to become an issue that everybody can get
involved with but it is precisely the nature and evil o...
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          DEMOCRACY AND MIXED-ECONOMY VALUES - COMPANY EQUITY REVIEW
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Monday, July 28, 2014,

      
    


    
      

INDUSTRY SALES AND PREJUDICE


I am said to be completely unaware of the extent of
prejudice towards me of course and it is utter nonsense – the same old case of
idiots looking for trouble all the time talking nonsense about their violence
which eventually plays out as the fact I am a Christian and do not explore the
part where I was brought up in a certain way and am a certain way with my
siblings and a certain way with my parents and will not lower my standards
before anybody thing but sin...
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          THE COMPANY TODAY - NEIGHBOURHOODS | COURT AT OVERSEAS CHARITY WORK | FIRM BOOK SALES | MEDIA | ADVERTISEMENT | A CERTAIN EVER PRESENT DANGER
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, July 22, 2014,

      
    


    
      

The story of the Labour Party is not one that still remains
as a barrier to my personal progress like they have continued to provocatively
make out; the realities about it are still the same as the fact that they would
damage my finances in order to ensure they have access to my personal life not
just because they like to suckle leaders and that it makes them feel they have
recovered from their problems they brought upon themselves and experienced a
rebirth but also because they are superior ...
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          LITERARY EMPIRE LATEST
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Friday, July 11, 2014,

      
    


    
      

MY PIECE OF THE WORLD - THE ONE I WAS BORN WITH


Of course it isn’t true I am stuck somewhere with all
freedoms taken away and not even the ability to give up when beaten do I have
so I keep going and going and going and going – the reality is rather that the
trouble maker big boys and older women they love to pick on for reasons I
completely agree with by the way anyway do know how to move my affairs on
anyway, it’s as though I dont even have to think about it anymore and detaching
the...
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          FIRST HALF 2014 IN BRIEF
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, July  1, 2014,

      
    


    
      

THE COMPANY MARKETS, THE RICH AND THE MONEY OF THE RICH


It is never ever true I am worried about people getting rich
– they simply need to stay off my books and shut down all rubbish they come up
with concerning a different purpose they have in mind for my work: they are
nothing, they simply need to make their money and make their names and leave me
alone. I am worried about people getting rich and do not like it thereof they
say but they are the ones with companies and family members that...
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          YEARE DATE 2014 AND ONWARDS
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Sunday, June  8, 2014,

      
    


    
      

AT THE EDUCATION CASE ONCE AGAIN


These days the Politicians speak of school changes – I would
have referred to it as education reform in terms of students but they have
referred to it instead as school discipline and the idea of that is the same
i.e. when you feel like handling a kids penis to wind him up all the time
because he interferes with your powers without knowing it, until he knows it
and it is too late  for him to beat you
up which means he was always an idiot and you have now re...
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          COMPANY PRODUCT SALES MARKET EQUITY SECURITY CURRENT - COMMODITY
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Friday, June  6, 2014,

      
    


    
      

BULLIES AND ADJUDICATORS – A NEW PRECEDENT


I understand this great need some people seem to have to
create their media controversy with that other case of the process where they
understand the treatment I get from people as something that people deserve
from those they have offended intensely but I seem to get it without reason as
people make up the reasons as they go along. I dont know what part they hope to
play in the matter anyway, all I know is that the problem we have is that these
g...
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          COMPANY PRODUCT SALES GLOBAL MARKET EQUITY SECURITY CURRENT - MEDIA AND ADVERTISEMENT
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, June  3, 2014,

      
    


    
      

Starting from the very beginning will have to do with not
letting out of the mix the part where there are western Russians and there are
western Chinese and so on – these guys want to run their countries as normal
and run their economies at the central government – Asia is Asia and Persia is
Persia but the west is the way everybody must be, America is the way it is
wished on media endlessly that everybody else’s country was – they say it is
the amount of problems they can create with ...
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          UP TO DATE FIRM GLOBAL MARKET ASSETS REVIEW
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Thursday, May  8, 2014,

      
    


    
      

COLLOQUALISM OF CAPITALISM OVER COMPANY PROPERTY – UPDATED DEVELOPMENTS


Now they say there is a case of people of power like me and
people of freedom like them of course but there is actually no such case as it
were – the reality is that we all speak of it and when they are as well then
others can live and exist: we all hate people turning up at our concerns to
talk rubbish about things they know nothing of. We live in a Country where if
we want to be nice to people we use our own and wo...
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          POPULAR COMPANY SECURITIES UPDATE
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Friday, February 28, 2014,

      
    


    
      

THE POLITICS THAT SEEMS AT LAST TO HAVE NOTHING TO DO
WITH THE FIRM


I hear SNP Politicians have started to tell me Scottish
Nationalism is none of my business but that was before they cannot possibly do
anything about it unless it was done at my expense; I mean black boys dance for
an idiot could end in anything from sodomy through to GBH and even murder; so
as long as I am still alive because I am fought to be alive then it means they
have committed to crimes and they have harmed nobody and...
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          CURRENT AT THE ROYAL ESTATE LITERARY EMPIRE AND GLOBAL INTELLECTUAL SPACE
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Saturday, February 22, 2014,

      
    


    
      

DEVIANCE | RELIGION | INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITIES | EXTREMISM


So there is that old story of something about immigration
that I will eventually be made to settle in the UK for my behaviour of turning
up from nowhere to show such disrespect for the communities that were here
before me; I don’t mind but all I know is that the purpose of other peoples
communities is to wreck my finances and turn out in public with a valid
platform by which to claim I stole the idea from them in a way that turns ...
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          COMPANY GLOBAL ECONOMY OPERATIONS PROPERTY EQUITY - i
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, January 21, 2014,

      
    


    
      

COMPANY SUPERIORITY AND SECURITY 


The matter of men of society who hate people with a crown on
their heads that authorise them to lead is very well understood but their
abuses are becoming more daring more insulting and more intrusively violent
too, so I suppose I have ignored them well enough as well the white trash
talking nonsense all over the place all of the time having conversations here
that nobody asks them for. I mean it ends like that but the way it began was
more like and more abo...
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          ROYAL OFFICE CIVIL AND PUBLIC SERVICE LEADERSHIP AND PROPERTY EQUITY - UPDATE
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, January 15, 2014,

      
    


    
      

POLITICS AND PRIVACY


It is never my opinion that the government is doing enough
on the environment unlike it is said; I mean everybody except the government
knows that engineers are cheaper than oil rigs for example and therefore
renewable sources will always be cheaper and cleaner than fossil fuels. What
they should be doing at present as the case is in the UK is make it clear that
prospecting for shale gas in the UK is a temporary arrangement by the
government to solve a serious energy cri...
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          THE BRITISH SOVERIEGN'S ECONOMY AT THE FIRM
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Thursday, August 15, 2013,

              In :
                      General Company Equities 
                
    


    
      

ROYALS, GAYS AND HOMOSEXUALS


Now there is of course talks of how I will be made into a
homosexual on account I have been jilted by a royal lover, who has her
boyfriend and is seen with him on every public appearance as it were; so I must
assume there will never be an end to their madness and the things I have done
to them so far is hurting so little that they want to make me homosexual on
account of a royal reason to wind me up all the time. It’s the same old story
as when they say Prisons...
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          BOARD AND MANAGEMENT
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, August  7, 2013,

              In :
                      General Company Equities 
                
    


    
      

THE AMERICAN CONNECTION


Now the part where I am making things worse for myself with
Americans is entirely understood but anybody could only but tolerate so much of
idiots coming from that country into my life to wreck my finances in order to
seek self improvements and wealth by abusing me and of course we know it is
sanctioned by their Politicians who like spiritual evils and wish to use my
work to develop their careers; the only problem being the way I see it which is
that I am not even a P...
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          COMPANIES AND THE ADVERTISEMENT INDUSTRY - HH THE ARCH PRINCE'S WORKING COURT AND A CERTAIN TORTURED SOUL
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, July 17, 2013,

      
    


    
      

STARTING OFF FROM THE NHS


It is never really clear why we continue to have debates
about what must be done with and about the problems of the NHS as a Country;
the truth and fact of what is wrong with the NHS is the Labour party and
nothing else – I mean she is a qualified medical practitioner and I have not
trusted her with anything otherwise mush less reading my mind or something like
that, she wears her mini skirt all over the place and has a relationship with
the printer but you give h...
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          FIRM GENERAL INDUSTRY EQUITY BUNDLE
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Friday, April 26, 2013,

              In :
                      The Company and its Global venture 
                
    


    
      
GENERAL ECONOMY, FINANCE AND BANKING - THE U.S. GOVERNMENT AND GLOBAL MEDIA CONUNDRUM INTEGRATED


The real challenges facing the British economy is the rather
simple ones that are never mentioned and that is the fact that it is the
Politicians i.e. the US for example has a relationship between the arms market
and the state of its economy but with respect to what the British have the
politicians have messed it up and have spent a lot of our time recently talking
about the passing away of Marga...
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          FIRM EQUITIES GLOBAL GENERAL INDUSTRY BROKERAGES STATEMENT
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, April  2, 2013,

              In :
                      Company Equities and Mobility Insecurity 
                
    


    
      
 
MEDIA AND
SECURITY


I don’t care
what it makes me, it’s important being poor until I can be dominated no matter
what I have and excuses made about my actions thereafter and the follow up
abuses are not funny anymore; yes I know when I look at journalists I think
small people but I have made it clear when the culture is no more and people
are killing them over it as well when it is no more, it will be real to them
for a change, I myself will see they suck so I can have some peace – eith...
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          THE LITERARY EMPIRE TRUST CURRENT - GLOBAL ECONOMY EFFECTS
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, March 26, 2013,

              In :
                      Company Communities and Books readership Equities 
                
    


    
      



GET RICH QUICK AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 


I am aware of talk of International relations everywhere of
course; when we wish to talk at length about it, it is always largely more
complicated than just fools from China who want to get rich and so on and like
to get on media regularly to express such a fact not to mention appearing all
over Technology exhibitions making life difficult for others, bearing in mind
they have come to prominence after the American and European ones have been
well...
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          THE CEO ON ALL FIRM CREATIVE AND CREATIVITY EQUITY BROKERAGE - CULTURE, MEN, MONEY
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Sunday, March 17, 2013,

              In :
                      Firm Holdings General public brokerage 
                
    


    
      
 ECONOMY AND FINANCE – FIRM BROKERED SECURITY PERSPECTIVE 


The idea I am a coward is just as well, I am not a coward, it’s
just a simple matter of fact that if you hurt these media goons, you will be
hurting them on grounds of everything that is wrong about them and hence that
way of fighting people leads to the creation of gangs and gangs is not good for
society. I want to find an alternative way of dealing with them and they can
drive that alternative way into an extreme if they want a...
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          THE MANY FACES OF VILLAINY - TRADE EQUITY IN THE UK AND OVERSEAS AT THE ARCH PRINCE'S OFFICE
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, February 19, 2013,

              In :
                      Company Communities and Books readership Equities 
                
    


    
      

 RESPONSIBILITIES AND ALTERNATE VIEW ON OPINIONS OF ME




I am not of the opinion I am highly disrespected of course;
this is that story told of how the best of British is available for the world
to see but I am not, only that those who rather than buy a writers book, want
to get involved with a Prince are being terribly rude. We see them all the time
with a life that is all about insults and driving cars and bullying people with
it and nothing else, then they will use what they have to have mo...
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          COMPANY UK ECONOMY INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS EQUITIES
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, February  6, 2013,

              In :
                      Firm CEO and Literary Empire Trust Leadership Brokerage 
                
    


    
      
 IMPERIALISM



I am perfectly aware it is said I support imperialism but I
do technically and do not practically; I mean if we are talking about invasion
of a country, then I do not support imperialism because of such an evil,
however all imperialists have something in common and that is the need to
harmonise a certain collection issues and problems and to ensure they are being
solved in a collective way otherwise it will be like squeezing balloons; it is
when they are opposed after they have ...
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          FIRM SECURITIES FOR THE MEDIA OBSESSION WITH ECONOMIC VANDALISM
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Monday, November 12, 2012,

              In :
                      Company Equities and Mobility Insecurity 
                
    


    
      
 THE NEW FORCE OF REACTION MEDIA – THREATS TO THE WORLD AND
CHANCES OF POPULAR ATTENTION SEEKING BETTERMENT IF HH THE ARCH PRINCE LOOSES
EVERYTHING TO IT


Now with respect to the BBC and the process where
Politicians want things to change about how it is run. The fact about how it
should be run is generally a matter concerning how corrupt the BBC is i.e. if
you do not have to hunt news to make rating to earn money to get your footing
in the media funding business, what else do you do with a...
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          COMPANY AT POLITICS & FANS
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, August 21, 2012,

              In :
                      Firm CEO and Literary Empire Trust Leadership Brokerage 
                
    


    
      
 OF POLITICS AND INSULTS – VANDALISMS AND FANS


Now the facts that women are sad about how I am allowed to
suffer so much is only a matter of what it looks like. I am not in any
suffering as such, some people just feel they are so superior to me that their
entire society works in a way whereby my property will end up with them and I
will never get it back. However once that has happened and it seems to have
been their only salvation the last thing they will do is simply make use of it,
so t...
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          FIRM CORPORATE VENTURE EQUITIES AND SECURITIES: CELEBRITIES, SPORTS & SOCIAL PERSONALITIES
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Friday, August 17, 2012,

              In :
                      Firm CEO and Literary Empire Trust Leadership Brokerage 
                
    


    
      
 EVERYTHING FOR CAREER PIRACY AND A CERTAIN INSOLENT
ASSUMPTION OF STEREOTYPICAL CULPRITS OF RESULTING SOCIAL EXTREMISM


My stand on right to die is not a difficult case for me in
anyway like media people love to make out that it is; I mean fascination with
how I writhe whenever there is a made up scandal that has no link to reality
that has been made real because of their desire to see me undergo some
difficulty for pleasure is something they want so much off it will get them
into trouble ev...
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          FIRM CROSS BORDER SECURITY BUNDLE
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Thursday, August 16, 2012,

              In :
                      Company Equities and Mobility Insecurity 
                
    


    
      
 LIABILITIES OF STERLING AT THE COMPANY – SECURITY AND
POPULAR CULTURE POPULAR ATTEMPTS AT OPPRESSION


So the big ponder these days is that of how the UK economy
could possibly have created jobs while shrinking into a double dip recession at
the same time but of course the main response is that by the end of the year it
can easily slide into a much worse state than it is at the moment, which I have
no idea how that could happen anyway. The facts being first of all of course
that such things...
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          TUNNEL LIGHT BOOKS AT HOLDINS AT THE BRITISH MANUFACTURING COMMUNITY
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, August 15, 2012,

              In :
                      Firm Holdings General public brokerage 
                
    


    
      
 BEING A PLATFORM FOR FAME AND FORTUNE IDIOTS IN PERSPECTIVE –
CRIMINAL DISOBEDIENCE AND LOOPHOLES IN THE LAW SPECIFICALLY ATTIBUTED TO TUNNEL
LIGHT BOOKS AND HOLDINGS FINANCES


Now they say they are cleverer than I am and I cannot make
out what that really means as well. These idiots have never passed exams unless
they had a hate figure. They always had to wait for the elite to do it for them
and then get around inventing things like the water heater that ensures people
don’t have to own...
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          FIRM CEO ON FINANCE AND NORMALCY BROKERED EQUITIES AND SECURITIES FACTS
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, August 14, 2012,

              In :
                      Company Communities and Books readership Equities 
                
    


    
      
 THE ATTRITION THAT HAS NOW EXISTED BETWEEN THE CEO AND
POLITICIANS/BUSINESSES AND THEIR GET RICH QUICK FOOLS, DUE TO PLEASURE DAMAGES
TO THE COMPANY EQUITIES AND SECURITIES AND BOOK SALE FINANCES – SECURITY REVIEW
OF THE FIRM CORPORATE EXISTENCE 


I not get worried about market, nowhere near half the way
those who handle and vandalise my work claim I am. These idiots know that the
customer has all the autonomy but what is more important to them is power that
could be gained through the cus...
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ROYAL TRUST SYSTEMS INVENTORY






  
    EXTERNAL MONIES & THE PROPERTY VANDALISM


  

  
    
      	Property in Action | Equity in Action | The Company Intellectual Property Equity Space | Literary Empire Trust Systems and Company Emporium | House keeper publicly applicable security



      


      
        	
                              
                            Welcome to the Tunnel Light Books and Holdings Firm and Associate Corporations out of reach Property Inventory. For brokering firm Equities that are created from a process of property in action recovered from third parties that hurt themselves with deviance and plan to get rich from it as well as the same time. One is here not in any way suggesting that these property have become intangible but they always seem like they are impossible to recover or reinstate, in fact the entire function of normalcy depends on an ability to recover them and hence the service provided because it is possible for the Firm to do so. Reasons are that it is not surprising it appears to those who carry out the behaviour that creates such needs to be a lot of fun when there is not much anybody can do about the destruction and the familiarity that brings them about, it tends to apply that only freedom fools do not know that this will be the eventual outcome, with their own version which has a culture name known as ('Pimping' - which one properly vilifies) it is the reason Politicians like those very much as well. So doesn't HH have some thing nice to say to people? Like their insults normally go? Of course he does but these goons who hang about him to figure out how to do horrible things and get away with it cannot be caught dead hearing any of it either. Their girls claim One to have a problem with feminism when they are just a collection of badly behaved fools who think they can scare everybody with their men, not to mention thinking they can make themselves a part of HH Court - Working and Royal at will or that when there is rebellion in it due to a process of One falling out of fashion or trend which is then something they can cause and something they can use and that is if they are not very busy telling people they meet with media who are friends they are badly behaved about which HH has made it clear the problem they have with skin colour issues and age range issues with respect to him should indicate they need to move on, certainly not continue with their men and boys treating him like a priest who established a church but cannot control what happens in it, executed finally with getting off on public TV to expect successful perversions of wickedness and others to walk into their shows and be polite to them, while they do set out to do One's job to earn money because they do not like their own anymore, leaving him penniless and never putting and end to the boasts of the destruction their stupidities can bring because it comes from such a low point in the general operation of living itself, boasting all over the place but above all find it funny as well and have their insolent eyes fixed on HH public work all the time about which they will not rest until they had spent all of it and their women like to make so much noise about HH envy when their children have actually worked so hard on his property to make themselves rich and it is the reason he wants to shut down their TV show money with which they do access to his Empire trust with made up facts or destroy it when they cannot do so with the same made up facts, with which to handle Ones public work even further to get rich, ripping security matters to pieces and telling making bully claims of risks of his envy over the fame of their foolish children who are clearly so stupid they happen to have worked so hard for it and deserve their success thereof which is not another persons property rather. Contrary to Popular claims, One has never before been envious of any light weight shallow fool who is rich and famous because of their success - the problem is that they continue to find money to cash into his Royal Office Property and public work and continue  to extract millions from my Equities held in trust by Companies that HH brokers them with all over the world and when they do, get around mocking and abusing him as well and cannot leave people alone especially when they are doing fame and fortune within the process of their vandalism. What One is meant to do with the Equities, is raise funds and buy shares with the Companies or indeed get into the Stock Market all together if I need a wider range, where the Company Books are the means to providing market services to do so, there had therefore been in no way a set out a means that suggests that He is not making use of them or that somebody else can cash in - never a suggestion that people can or signing a contract to that effect. It comes down in the end therefore to the issue of dealing with Middle Class and Lower Class goons; where the Middle Class always tend to have this life where they are so rich and privileged that they are detached from problems and hence need to be homosexuals and problem creators in order to have some problem to solve and therefore have some wholesomeness, the Lower Class on the other hand always feel that they own the land and the Country and so on and what The Arch Prince has done about them which they complain about all over world for now is only to deter them which does not seem to work; so it is fair to mention that if the attitude of cashing into One's property (and especially accompanied with civil rights idiots leading groups and talking nonsense about how he does peoples stuff for them and pretend it is a viable way of making a living and needs to know the problems as well in the most violent way imaginable and any truth and fact must be over come with the need for him to do violent things to protect people, especially when fans, which are usually Media fans throw up questions as to why they think it is okay to believe that every platform of publicity is designed to ensure they can attack him and abuse him and destroy his property as well, which then creates a real need for revenge because it never stops especially for the girls) and also followed by foolish men who tell people that they think making money is difficult but do not know how easy it is, which is then information they have got to share, does not come to an end, it will go horribly wrong. The Middle classes and being so privileged they are detached from problems and need to make up some of those to have a wholesomeness and the lower classes with their sense that they own the land and the country and what has happened between them and HH is an example of the fact that it needs to stop and very soon or it will blow up. They do mention these are things they do due to their sense of what is the collective and how it must be handled but it is not the first time that the attitude of some were made to get rich and others to fight for everybody else has become a main issue - the first occasion was over the Arch Prince's Christian faith all together. Reality that should be noted is that all companies that are involved with this firm at the Empire Trust and its Intellectual space or Royal Estate or any brokered Property Equity have paid for having the brokerages they have acquired - They had done so via property equity publicity that they have set out for this firm and the CEO in that course, although this is the last fact that media trouble makers would rather was obvious hence. This great idea that when Politicians lead strange charges in the UK it affects me is one that will never make sense too – I mean if I grade the issue its a simple case of priorities going to those who pay most for my products and then those who pay their share and then those who use the freebies and then the allies and then he associates and so on and when finished with that do we pay attention to the trouble makers and we know the most notorious to be the Politicians because they can ask can entire population to pillage your livelihood at any point depending on how they feel and whether or not they think it is a sacrifice they deserve to force you to make because they have a need to satisfy a power dare – so you do not make exceptions for politicians over anything whatsoever. I mean my actions may be blamed today but before then, it was largely about how I will lose my royal estate on one hand and then people will wait for me at the global markets to confiscate anything else I may do for a living and in order for that to be possible I must not be allowed to have a livelihood in the first place and it keeps taking a new turn, offering very insulting ultimatums all the time that I have also told them I find really hard to tolerate and we are not even talking about wealth distribution as at yet.
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CORPORATIONS AT THE FIRM  


    


 COMPANY EQUITIES AT GLOBAL PRODUCTS INDUSTRY


These are Security intensive Equities that Corporations that broker
Equities with the Arch Price bid for, the updates encompass the entire
inventory but very important and high end product companies have put in a bid
for specific areas and it is important enough to them to be seen all over their
Advertisements through which they put in their bids, hence not just an ordinary
set of assets for the Company, it is one of the most important areas of
operation. There are really no actual regular books on sale at the Firm, only packaged
Equities in Book titles. With respect to the matter of international Media and Properties in action
through them, it may be easier to say insecurities come from silly men who work
on media for the purpose of fighting older women for men they know of a
certainty are not homosexual because they are idiots that are also violent or
that in more detail, for most of the time it tends to appear that we want to
accomplish much by having conversations with grown up idiots. The black ones
love to claim they are my parents and relatives which is an insult they will
not give up to for self improvement with squandering all I own, in a campaign
of seeking self improvement for themselves and their stupid Politics and they
also like to claim thereof that I have lots of empathy and so while some people
are good orators, they have little empathy, while some have empathy they are
not good orators but I have all those things I it needs to be deployed by them
in the interest of everybody with their golliwog mouth that has never had any
respect for anybody and cannot see it is becoming a bigger problem. What it
really means therefore is the usual i.e. that they have saved up their own
stupid lives somewhere, in order to get off on media and have conversations
about the problems that other people have, so that when I say anything truthful
about those matters, it turns out my conversations are worth interfering with
and interrupting as they become really confused on the basis I can get beaten
up by them and need to fear them and therefore have empathy and that it needs
to be used, which they want to get on their stupid media to do all the time as
well.  I gathered the process was to settle a condition where they acquire
more social dispositions of privilege for those their stupid lives. The insults
that I have empathy on the other hand bearing in mind I will not tolerate it
nor will they see me in their low life communities asking for any respect,
which is why I live the way I do, I have warned about that before anyway. For
it stems from an abuse of the Christian who believes in an omnipresent God and
the insults of getting me to react to get things done and the management of my
temperaments with their insults and filthy culture that pretends to be violent
but does nothing all the time is that nothing I say and or write is worth
considering in detail, which costs my earnings. I say nothing about this matter
for most of the time because it only means that their wickedness had lost all
its abilities and now exists as media current expensive stupidities that offer
them financial power over me and is therefore the kind of things that end
really badly before it ceases to be funny and thereby stops as well. I am not
saying it is a serious problem; the wickedness is not so wicked these days
anymore, only exists as media current expensive stupidities that seeks access
to my property earnings and savings to squander in order to show its followers
it has got it when it has not, so we have entered into stage two of whatever
their problem seems to be and insults hope to accomplish i.e. nothing I say and
or write is being considered in any detail because they want to see me react to
things and want to recruit the world to view me in that light as well with a
big mouth on account I am a Christian who believes in God. I bet stage three
will be about violence and abuse on me to make me react which is better than
this idea that exists to suggest their wickedness has no power or means, hence
better that and build to it up on media to get rich, as though it is their own
bodies and like I always mention, with that big mouth, than just leave me alone
and get lost. It seems I have not yet kicked them hard enough over the matter -
I mean I don’t invent these things anyway. They claim they find out lots of
things and it is how they will find out what they need to do to harm me and to
do things to me that will make me squirm like the hated baby they have handled
with a big mouth but of course in actual fact they are always doing everything
they need to do about which they have conversations about others all the time
on the platform of their insolent covetousness, especially the American ones
and with that expect to just get off and peel their person off themselves like
it was an old snake skin and then grow a new one based on what other people are
or already are to be more precise. So the question with respect to all those
stupid arguments that everybody knows is a game plan but like to listen to, in
order to regard it with its merit, which I have to listen to all the time
because they are made with media and on the basis of addressing people in their
absence as insolently as possible to make them answer to issues even when they
are not around which is how my property is used for all kinds of defiling
activities, is or else what? Of course it is the power of squander as it were
and if they do not squander it the owner will get beaten up which some people
have come to realise is what the White House in the US should be used for. 


On 13/11/12 Terrorism and the typical obsession with the means to
attention and fame that it offers threw up an interesting outcome here in the
UK with respect to Abu Qatada, I have no idea why it is so difficult for the
British Administration to see the Jordanians are doing them a favour i.e.
evidence obtained by torture may be admissible in Jordan but it is not in the
UK and if they go along with the demands of UK Politicians they will end up
being responsible for creating a bigger problem for the UK and for themselves,
so it is simply better to do what the big guys want. Its the same old issue
about why I loose my temper over those kinds of behaviours, you really do wish
that this kind of narrow minded thinking would be applicable to when they
handle public finances and property i.e. I drive a Jaguar and a Banker an Aston
Martin but I am the Prime Minister and you cannot top that, instead their mind
is as broad as hell i.e. I can drive an Aston Martin as well if I want to which
we all know is not legally possible with a Prime Ministers job. However when it
comes to handling human beings, their minds become so narrow and so rigid it is
alarming i.e. unless Abu Qatada who is a menace but not a criminal is deported
to Jordan, there is no other way in which he can be handled by the entire
British Government. They speak of their behaviour due to this stupid, insolent
and abusive civil rights people but in actual fact they all do it – they all
are crazy about that their stupid violent wickedness and feel like doing it to
people 24/7, they all are seriously lazy and want other peoples income all the
time and they all are crazy about sending others on errands that are dangerous
which they know they are forcing on them and it is a perpetual honeymoon
between them and oppression which they believe they can practice on absolutely
anybody of their choice as well, so if this includes Abu Qatada, it is never
exactly clear why they believe that the foreign Policy of the Nation is the
only way to sort it out, bearing in mind with respect to me for example they
love to expose things about my personal life that every stupid little witch
that climbs on television to seek the income of important people wants to
deploy her local community scum that she shares her spoils with in deprived
places around the world where she gets her power, to acquire it; even then I
still do not think of the National foreign and diplomatic front as a means by
which I should solve my problems but the way I handle it has simply increased
my holding of Government and administrative trust. This whole thing about civil
rights abuses and insults and violence is largely in itself with respect to me
a matter of people deep lack of respect for me that I will not chase them
around for on one hand and on the other the things very lazy people do about
themselves, especially the women i.e. in order to escape a process where the
men tie them to providing for everybody while the men put their feet up the
women have to be careful about the way they handle child rearing since by law
parental responsibility largely falls on the women for the first 12 years of
the child’s life but of course it also means I am their hate figure with the
help of their politicians as well, culminating in the existence of a group of
really useless people who see that their lives does not work like somebody
else’s does and set out to comprehensively wreck the persons life. I have not
said I am innocent in the matter, clearly they think my relationship with my
Court has more to do with how what is good for one person is good for another,
regardless of the fact it is a personal relationship between journalists and a
Prince while they can enjoy their journalistic freedoms somewhere else without
bothering me on the other hand, so we have this process of a daily wrestle with
what they do  because they know where my books are and hate people
like me and I want the world to feel me hunt them right down to the
entertainment and tourism industry, so I am aware I am not innocent in the
matter and those their stupid lives before it became all about getting on my
television screen to pass their stupid insults in my direction was a lot better
than it is now in their opinion.


BUSINESS COMMUNITY SOCIAL VIOLENCE 


The central issue of course being that these guys are really
incompetent and have not got a clue what they are doing so they want to
threaten me into doing things that they get the fame for, thus their entire
lives is one huge big massive career piracy and the reason for this is years of
letting idiots into matters of government to do what they like so that another
group of idiots can get off and oppose them and then we can be asked to choose
by vote who leads, hence we end up with the most stupid leaders imaginable. The
part that brings about the anger is of course that they are sharing with their
media idiots as well as though it is their own or indeed their own to share in
that manner. The part about whether I hate women does not come into it,
although if they want a conversation I should make clear the fact when women
are bullies they think skirts and blouses will hide such a fact and so it will
likely continue like that until somebody decides to get control back into his
life and then the result is likely murder, when at a dark street corner they
confront people they have bullied violently to a point of disillusion all day
and cannot bully any further. How do I know? I seem to have been the Christian
version of these individuals and therefore tend to think that they can get the
owner of the world if they have got one, to come round and tell me what to do
with respect to what they want which they will never get here to we can see how
it goes from there. I mean it is basically impossible to get a job and keep one
and we are not talking about the fact difficulty with getting jobs is veteran
lesbians at work looking for power, no I am actually here talking about how
5.30am and 10.30pm is the best time for your chest to feel like exploding,
reasons for this being that you are so beautiful they like to abuse you because
they are so ugly you can never win. I am not saying I am innocent in the matter
either because I find the process where they want to have sex with me to
insulting and so intimidating like their Politicians and businesses wreck my
finances to make me behave in a way they want for their fame which has moved
things away from economy to terrorism and blackmail, that I open up that their
heart and cunt but will find my penis in it somewhere in hell, better still no
penis wants to go into it either, so I open it and keep it open and just when
they think this is their worst nightmare we reach a point where they start to
hate me for my privileges because then I can always show them all the time
especially when they should be asleep that I am a writer and it is the best
time to work and that I enjoy to the most intense feelings of love an affection
imagination despite the opening of their hearts and cunts and keeping it open.
It is all to be placed on context when facts are considered that they feel like
that their violent wickedness and the forcing on people errands they have no
choice but attend which is dangerous for them, for what appears to be every
single second and that the so called evil business men are really the very
clever versions of the civil rights noughts and Royal idiots we see, complain
and talk about all the time, which should serve to explain why I am taking no
prisoners over the attitude towards my income and my books written from my half
monastery office by which it exists. 


MEDIA AND MISCELLANEOUS


Demagogues and deviance is all there is to it but in their case it must
cost people earnings and property on grounds of their opinion they must be
terribly lucky or else with a big mouth; clearly its the media that has
becoming the meaning of life as well for good measure, where they talk all
kinds of rubbish on grounds they feel they are there of somebody who had taken
their things, which is something I intend to crush totally as well as we are not
in any way equals as it were. Some might say capitalism and greed suggests it
is none of my business but clearly of which it is my life they want to live and
what they do must appear on media to affect an international sense of my
position and standing i.e. the realisation that my work depends on my ability
to ensure people do not get around copying me whenever they want globally,
hence the only thing that means it is a legitimate business and a government
office held - therefore very provocative but because few other people realise
it, they have set it out as a gamble on their way to wealth and glory and hence
the importance of media power and some form of democracy based political
rubbish for it too. This is something anybody who puts up with will want to
crush completely as well, especially when they below so much violent insults on
media and social media with pictures of their stupid faces appearing
everywhere.
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 EQUITY PROPERTY & TRUST SYSTEMS 
Much the same like the Women that are tied to me as a person
these companies are tied to this Firm and there is an exchange of holdings to
that effect which allows a process where they do not trade or conduct
advertisement or conduct operations or make products unless they do it for me
and again it is for me and not other people and to this I must respond since it
is how I earn a living as well and the only way by which it works too. The main
facts to remember is that contrary to popular claims, I loathe women because of
the number of things they are used for, the fact some of them chase people
around to abuse them in a sexual context without even having a shave or a wax
and do so with a certain confidence that men would normally always want to have
sex with their worthless selves and the fact I do not want them getting
involved with me to clean the dishes when people are done is very clear with
respect to what my appreciation of women is and what my equities and securities
and temperamental colours which companies do express by their products, that I
am not talking about prostitutes thinking it is up to them to re-balance power
in society or indeed women acting like whors in that capacity, that is way too
low for me and I am not of the left hand side and do not appreciate all those
wickedness and Godlessness that likes to stir up violence so they can handle
people and handle their property and manipulate them to get rich, then talk
nonsense about extremism and all kinds of lies they have made up with media to
do whatever they want with and if all these people and the extremists as may
apply stay out of my Empire Trust systems and property and do not vandalise the
appearance equities of products made from Equity brokerage with this Company
then there is nothing to be worried about - these behaviour of destruction here
are things that One is completely fed up with at this stage. The feel,
temperaments, appearance and aesthetics of a product made from equity brokerage
with me should never be altered by anybody who has not the permission to do so
- it is property equity destruction and the property does belong to another
person - this is the reality. 


On this occasion the issue of inability to tolerate men
shifts not just to the fact my friends do treat me like I was a parent and
there is not anything they have which I have not and anything they know which I
do not know but also to the case of my actions working to sabotage my own
security by doing the job that others should be doing to serve me. Naturally of
which I can only repeat the fact they never listen.


 BASHING BIG BUSINESS 


We hear this talk of people bashing big business of course;
it has no link with reality whatsoever – reality of which is that first of all
I want to control everything that happens with my books and between me and my
customers, want my stupid parents and their Politicians to keep away and the
media and the businesses as well. The practical side of that with respect to
bashing big business is an old story in that Mr CEO of large global company
really enjoys his destructive personality competition with me and they enjoys
it especially so because it means that even the pesky members of the family of
his junior managers can get to play games and bottom out my finances for the
sake of it then show off and piss me off with popular culture as well. It is
never clear why people would behave in such ways when they are so rich in the
first place but the big conundrum is that of how they expect me to tolerate it
because of the cost of the cars they drive and the homes they live in for
example and we are talking about damage to an empire here first of all and
secondly the fact the entire world knows of this empire and the fact that it
does belong to me, so it never makes sense why they expect tolerance for any of
it. I want the Politicians and media and businesses to stay off my book sales
while I determine what I do with it regarding the customers and that is the
only issue here, considering which the problem persists in the sense that some
of them have now bought shares with other peoples companies and thus delegated
the difficult task of running a business which not only means that their money
works for them not the other way around first of all but also that they have so
much time on their hands and that means I get to live a nightmare in their
view  yap ,yap, yapping – result being that they want to do things with my
sexual needs all the time and even have pornography they create to that effect
and I have seen some of them and it is really violent towards me and the profit
margins of my company because it is how they like it. On the part politicians
play on the matter issuing demagogues all over the place to help them, we have
recently ended up with a case of shut down of the US Government and it was
mentioned that the founding reasons can income ways be traced to a contribution
of mine; but of course I have continued to reiterate I am a statesman and this
process where peoples insult can affect your finances is something that can
happen to anybody depending on time and place and age when you got your
official commission and therefore things people feel they cannot put an end to
following you around to perform where you are due to familiarity based insults
they claim is some kind of culture that gives them power over those that are
weaker than they are  - after years of insulting you to desperation and
tiredness of course helped by their Politicians, whom I do wonder what they
suppose they are doing anyway, wonder if they think these fools care about them
or care about the Country, when in actual fact they are supposed to find them a
fight that goes deep enough to run in their blood over the values of the
Country or indeed settle for the liberal idea of being more consultative of the
general public so all they do becomes a matter of opinion and nothing more notwithstanding
of which I am a typical example of the fact they will stage a war on normalcy
in a heartbeat, to ensure they turn up on that media to squeal all the time on
the basis that racism for example is bad and illegal but they are just as
twisted and evil and violent and cannot stop touching and handling people
violently like the racists. That said, the claim of support for big businesses that want me to save and maintain security at the city centre with my own Royal Property that is then made available for everybody to do whatever they like with is based on a delusion - they have respect for nothing and have none for my earnings either and their entire lives especially that of their stupid violent women that want some of mine all the time is based on intrusion and insults that become the answer to everything while stifling my income and suffocating me and they will find no other way of making money at present either.
So there is the age old story of how I never address the
fact I run a campaign of verbal abuse which when black women who don’t like it
and think I am an appalling idiot chase it up I will end up in prison; I
wouldn’t know anyway since it does not add up how a normal person would have
thought that a campaign of verbal abuse would resolve a process where people
follow him around being a menace and a nuisance, in order to create the British
government staffing based problems that they make out is all possible on
account that I exist to punish me for not doing their bidding the eternal
insults. At this point linking themselves with me by a skin colour I share with
them has a resulted in building an empire in which the money has ended up
somewhere in context and it is an unprecedented level of abuse which is hard to
see how it then got to make me the shrew in the matter all together. That said
I think the problem with these women is that people never get to pay attention
according to my recent behaviour and activities as per how far I will be
willing to go on their case – so I will keep to the usual advise that is
supposed to fill in that gap whereby they believe they are unaware of the
effects of their activities and therefore need more information, with the usual
fact on the ground i.e. I don’t want to know, they need to get off my Books and
clear my space – I am perfectly aware the situation improves when I say nothing
and that is why I say something to show what I am capable of too. The reasons
it happens are clear i.e. that their behaviour means each time I am organised
for my concerns it gets disrupted when idiots I have never met are able to tell
me to get out of their House, the reason they do it is because it means freedom
and democracy if the world is an evil place an religious persons are being
persecuted – so that if the devil wants anything done these days women are to
do it making evil prerogatives that can be sold to twisted industry scum, the
reasons they do it is because of their laziness and the need to secure a man
they can bully but at the same time has the strength of a man to do their
problems for them, the reason they do it is because it is competitive of which
by the way I am winning and the US cannot help them. I have simply decided not
to tolerate it in my generation because there is no way that it can be
justified a process of disrupting my concerns in such ways on a daily basis by
being set up for a process where women can walk up to me on the streets and
tell me to get out of their House and I will cut up any of that International
community nonsense along with it as well the competition which I am currently
winning thereof. I created this Intellectual properly emporium and Empire
Equity space to allow me and my equity associates all over the world to think
and to develop products – apparently when we do what we do and become good at
it we get their attention, when we become aesthetically proficient, we have
stolen women’s beauty and need to hand it back and I did not create it for
their convenience and will sell any part of that stupid culture that I have not
already sold yet so far, all they need to do is get on the fucking temper like
they normally do and then let me see any of it too. As for the bit where I am
being protected while I think I am big enough – it is when I crack down on
those that are a threat to me so they can stop protecting me that this matter
will become a lot more real to them than it is at present but so far I will
tolerate none of it from clubbing and partying to International community
corridors – they need to go to hell and clear my space and I have a problem
with my temper especially concerning these stupid evil women of freedom and it
will become more obvious when I start to have a publicly obvious career for it
as well if that does not happen and happen really soon as well the nepotism
that is good for their health and well being and a big mouth to show for it
issuing threats at me all the time. They say I am now the biggest ally of men
but we all know that when it comes to society, it is usually sweet to extricate
power from abusing and bullying a religious person, trapping me and issuing
statements about the things that would not happen in neighbourhoods if I had
provided leadership on it, in order to push me closer to gangs, pretending men
do not live in those neighbourhoods and people do not live in it. I understand
they want the freedoms they used to have in the 80s, so am I aware of the
devastating consequences of children having less civil rights than their
parents did which is what I have created but it has to be seen the two reasons
for it of which in terms of the former is a case of spending time and money to
get organised, so that when I step out of my house they can tell me I need to
get out of theirs and run it for eternity day after day and in terms of the
latter is a condition where I had become one of the best the Country has
produced in the world, so they just breed their children to become a
competition.
So there is the big question of why Women like to target me in particular but we all know it is because they are evil and the whole game of stealing all I do from a secrete culture where they were planning all I know all along which I got involved with to steal it as such had to cease to be amusing - but above all, the only way the girl who spent her time thinking about where Teachers anus and penis is while everybody else was studying, can make money from my property and public life and abuse me for conveniences supported by her Politicians and Her Community is when she is now 60 years old and has a civil rights and a connection to Britain like the White person does; so every bullying from them results in a vengeance where they are detached from any British identity they have but even with consequences that heavy and the complains we have to listen to about my activities, they are still doing it anyway - this is why they target me all the time.Hence my Business provokes them because it is Intellectual Property Administration and there is always an aspect of it that has to remain in a perpetual state of in-completion; in case they mess with brand and property of an associate and I am drafted in to take care of it and do the neighbourhoods as well - these stupidities of theirs as we all know gets worse and worse with every generation; its just that when I do, peoples grand Mothers cannot sleep for weeks which then really makes sense when they do that stupid Popular culture to secure finances on my public life and Royal Property in order to make their bullying more violent as well. 
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